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This book is a deep dive into perhaps the single-most important facet of good performance: indexes, and how
to best use them. The book begins in the shallow waters with explanations of the types of indexes and how
they are stored in databases.
Amazon.com: Expert Performance Indexing in SQL Server
The accepted definition of design patterns goes something like this: A pattern provides a solution schema
rather than a fully-specified artifact or blueprint.
Design Patterns - a personal perspective - Tony Marston
Cloud Design Patterns: Prescriptive Architecture Guidance for Cloud Applications (Microsoft patterns &
practices) [Alex Homer, John Sharp, Larry Brader, Masashi Narumoto, Trent Swanson] on Amazon.com.
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Cloud applications have a unique set of characteristics. They run on
commodity hardware, provide services to untrusted users
Cloud Design Patterns: Prescriptive Architecture Guidance
Start your free month on LinkedIn Learning, which now features 100% of Lynda.com courses. Develop
in-demand skills with access to thousands of expert-led courses on business, tech and creative topics.
SQL and relational databases - lynda.com
Download content for Azure, ASP.NET, Office, SQL Server, SharePoint Server and other Microsoft
technologies in e-book formats. Reference, guide, and step-by-step information are all available.
E-Book Gallery for Microsoft Technologies (EN) - TechNet
Microsoft Azure SQL Database (formerly SQL Azure, SQL Server Data Services, SQL Services, and
Windows Azure SQL Database) is a managed cloud database provided as part of Microsoft Azure.. A cloud
database is a database that runs on a cloud computing platform, and access to it is provided as a service.
Managed database services take care of scalability, backup, and high availability of the ...
Microsoft Azure SQL Database - Wikipedia
SQL Critical CareÂ®: Urgent Live Consulting. We get to the root cause of your SQL Server pains in 3 days.
Your developers, admins, and even vendors can all get on the same page, fast, as we build bridges and
simplify tough problems.
Brent Ozar Unlimited - SQL Server Consulting and Training
Mastering SQL is an essential skill for any Oracle professionalâ€”and the first step in becoming a true Oracle
expert. In this course, Oracle instructor and consultant David Yahalom covers advanced aspects of coding
using SQL in an Oracle Database 12c environment.
Oracle Database 12c: Advanced SQL - lynda.com
2010 Update- 15 patterns and 80 new examples . By Theresa Neil. As Bill mentioned in an earlier post, we
donâ€™t want to limit this blog to just the principles and patterns found in the book.
12 Standard Screen Patterns - Designing Web Interfaces
Become a Programmer, Motherfucker. If you don't know how to code, then you can learn even if you think
you can't. Thousands of people have learned programming from these fine books:
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I have added a couple of new free Java programming eBooks from O'Reilly which will teach you latest and
greatest in Java e.g. Dockers for Java Developers by Arun Gupta, Microservices for Java Developers by
Christian Posta, Modern Java EE Design Patterns by Markus Eisele, Object-Oriented vs ...
10 Free Java Programing Books for beginners - download
The â€œServerless Apps: Architecture, Patterns, and Azure Implementationâ€• eBook, authored by Jeremy
Likness, is a guide for cloud native development of applications using serverless compute.This eBook
highlights the benefits of serverless architectures, as well as the potential drawbacks of developing serverless
apps.
eBook: Serverless Apps: Architecture, Patterns, and Azure
Use your My Verizon login to review and pay your bill, sign-in to pay your bill automatically, and see the latest
upgrade offers and deals. Sign-in to My Verizon Fios today!
Pay Bill, See Offers with My Verizon Fios Login
A primer on Machine Learning for Data Science. Revealed for everyday people, by the Backyard Data
Scientist.
Introduction to Machine Learning for Data Science | Udemy
What OOP is NOT. As a first step I shall debunk some of the answers that I have seen. In compiling the
following list I picked out those descriptions which are not actually unique to OOP as those features which
already exist in non-OO languages cannot be used to differentiate between the two.
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